Turkish migrant women encountering health care in Stockholm: a qualitative study of somatization and illness meaning.
This paper presents the results from a qualitative study conducted with the aim of exploring structures of illness meaning among somatizing Turkish-born migrant women (age 31-48) living in a poor and low status suburb of Stockholm in contact with local health care services. Two to three interviews regarding experiences and understanding of illness were conducted as well as one year, validating follow-up interviews. Interviews were analysed with a grounded theory approach. Results are presented as the participants' agenda of understanding. Distress was communicated by concrete expressions about the body, emotions, social and life situation. Pain was prominent and often lateralised to one side of the body. The use of traditional expressions of distress ranged from open use to avoidance. Attribution was characterised by verbalising links of coherence between health and aspects of life. Psychiatric attribution was rarely accepted or valued as a tool for recovery, or as helpful in linking bodily symptoms to emotional distress. Three main sources for healing were used: medical care in Sweden and in Turkey and traditional treatment. Own capacity to influence recovery was mostly regarded as low. Relations to family and the clinician were regarded as important to recovery. The encounter with local health care had brought the participants in contact with a psychological agenda of understanding their illness and new ways of dealing with illness and healing. Some expressed a feeling of being misunderstood whereas some related positive experiences of re-evaluation. They were all actively trying, but experiencing varying degrees of difficulty, to grasp the meaning of the caregiver. The results of the study point to the mutual need of exploring meaning in the clinical encounter to help patients make sense out of different perspectives of illness and healing. The need for enhanced knowledge about this process in a migration context will be discussed.